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Cute animated tale with some mild scares, cartoon violence. Read Common Sense Media's Over the Hedge review, age rating,
and parents guide.. Over the Hedge is a 2006 American computer-animated comedy film based on the United ... States and
earned $336 million on an $80 million budget. It was also released to generally positive reviews and became a commercial
success.. Over the Hedge, a feature-length adaptation of the popular comic strip, offers further proof that the Golden Age of
Digital Animation has come and gone. This is .... No doubt the people at DreamWorks who made "Over the Hedge" would
prefer that their film bring to mind animated classics like Disney's "Bambi" (or, as Hammy suggests, "Ice Age"), but no such
luck. ... The story opens with RJ, a devious raccoon voiced by Bruce Willis, stealing a stash .... DreamWorks Animation made a
name for themselves with the 2001 ... Over The Hedge is a truly delightful little animated film that I found to be better than I ....
With the likes of Steve Carell, William Shatner, and Thomas Haden Church; this movie is a true hit. Kids will love it, adults will
love, and I loved it. Everyone is perfect in their roles; I have not seen a better animated film since 'Finding Nemo'. 141 out of
174 found this helpful.. OVER THE HEDGE is a new animated comedy about a shifty raccoon who cons a group of animals
into stealing food from humans so he can repay an angry .... I had seen the trailer for “Over the Hedge” and, with its
concentration on the slapstick humor, I deemed it to be another obligation-to-see animation akin to “The .... Over the Hedge -
Movie Review. From the makers of Madagascar and Shrek comes Over the Hedge, an animated feature film for families. RJ the
raccoon (Bruce .... Sort of wishing that the Compute Animated craze would die out by now – there are far too many of these
movies out there. I have never been the biggest fan of .... MrTardis11 review the 2006 Dreamorks Animation film, "Over the
Hedge." Directed By Tim Johnson and ...

Audience Reviews for Over the Hedge With a surprisingly well done mix of adult satire and family charm, Over The Hedge
isn't the greatest film ever made - but thanks to it's stellar voice cast and fast paced animation it succeeds.. Over the Hedge has a
forgettable animation, somewhat annoying approach at times and the humor can be off-putting, but it is also funny at .... Movie
Review. Things change when you've been asleep for five months. At least that's what a group of forest critters discovers after
hibernating the winter away.. None of those issues are much discussed in the new animated feature inspired by the strip, but
there is a great deal about suburban sprawl, .... "Over the Hedge," the latest release from the DreamWorks animation team, is an
hilarious, sweet and .... Those themes have been seen in other animated films recently like Ice Age, but that doesn't make Over
the Hedge feel like it's just recycling a plot. The film takes .... Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Over The
Hedge ... See all 763 positive reviews› ... For as old as the movie is, it has great animation.

Over the Hedge movie reviews & Metacritic score: A mischievous raccoon ... This enjoyable Dreamworks animated comedy is
well timed.. In this computer animation, a panhandling raccoon named RJ (voice of Bruce Willis) and his timid turtle pal Vern
(Garry Shandling), lead their ... 2159db9b83 
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